
 

 

Public Consultation – San Remo Cemetery Draft Masterplan 

In January 2019, cemetery specialists Florence Jaquet Landscape architect (FJLA) and Changing 

Places were commissioned to prepare a Masterplan for San Remo Cemetery. 

The Masterplan will inform the long term view that recognises the role of the cemetery over the 

next 50-100+ years. The Masterplan aims to provide a scenic and contemplative setting to funeral 

visitors as well as the wider community.  It is designed as a park, capitalising on views and its rich 

history, offering walking paths, respite areas, toilet and shelter facilities amongst a wider choice of 

interment options. 

In response to the recommendations on operations and product range the Masterplan offers a 

range of new non-denominational memorialisation options amongst the scattered existing ones, 

softening the very segregated and denominational layout of the original cemetery. 

When entering from the main gate at Anderson Street the visitor will be greeted by (clockwise): 

 A memorial precinct with a maze of garden beds set around the existing niche walls, 
seating and a token memorial (memorialisation with no ashes) within a granitic sand plaza. 

All garden beds will offer memorialisation options. A connection to the town’s history 

captured by interpretation signage providing information and a possible self-guided heritage 

walk. 

 A new circular garden mirroring the very successful Cemetery Friend Group’s design. 

This will host a new form of interment; premium headstones in garden beds. 

 The lawn plaques on beams infilling all available spaces within the eastern section of the 

cemetery with premium positions associated with sea views. 

 The natural burial area along the southern boundary in and around existing trees.  It is 

an area of more naturalistic character, offering headstones in garden beds, ash interments 

and natural burial positions in garden beds surrounded by a forest setting. 

 The headstones on beams lawn graves with premium positions associated with sea 
views. 

 An enlarged existing circular memorial garden with headstone in garden bed 

positions on the outer ring. 

 Monumental graves in between the existing Pioneer/Old section (north-west corner) 
and the New Monumental area close to the entry gates. 

 A central spine consisting of an enlarged gravel road with parallel parking on both sides 

and away from trees whilst maintaining the treed avenue effect in the long-term. A shelter 

and toilet will be provided in the centre of the site enjoying the great views onto the sea. 

 

The San Remo Cemetery Draft Masterplan will be available as from Tuesday 21 May 2019 
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